SHAKERTOWN SIDING
The Shingle Siding System

Craftsman 1-Course 8’ Panels
Even Butt - 7” Exposure - Item #STCRAFT-1
Staggered Butt - 7” Exposure - Item #STCRAFT-1-SB
• Keyway Spacing • 8 Pieces per Bundle • 37 Sq Ft
Flush Corners - 9.3 L/F per Carton
25 Year Limited Product Warranty! Please call for current pricing!

18” STRIATED SIDEWALL SHAKES
Natural Grooved ~ Random Width 100 S/F per Carton (at a maximum 14” exposure)

Denver: 303.289.2226 800.332.6682
Casper: 307.266.4568 800.442.2475
Grand Junction: 970.245.6386 800.332.4925
Salt Lake City: 801.307.0506 800.365.1863

All nine Fancy Cuts patterns are packaged 96 pieces to the carton. One carton will cover 25 square feet when shingles are installed at the 7½” exposure recommended for exteriors.

When used for interiors, a carton covers 33 square feet at a 10” exposure.

Fancy Cuts are also available in 8-foot, single course panels by special order.

The right finishing touch can turn an ordinary project into an extraordinary seller. And that’s exactly what Shakertown Fancy Cuts shingles are designed to do.

They are mostly for small accents. But what an accent. Each Fancy Cuts shingle is 100% Western Red Cedar. With natural variations in color and grain that give each one an accent of its own.

Fancy Cuts come in many precision cut patterns, either as individual shingles or 8-foot panels. Mix and match patterns to create an original design.

RW STOCKED in: Square, FishScale, Round, and Octagon. Please call for current pricing!